
7 Talent Trends

2nd Half of 2020

 

THE NEW NORMAL 

1.Expect to be busy!
Expect a mountain of new paperwork with employees returning from being furloughed, contingency
planning for a 2nd wave of CV-19, office space safety planning, and new technology challenges
evolving from having a mix of office and work from home employees. All this while sales and
operations are scrambling to meet pent up demand. Efficiency will be a challenge for many who are
still adjusting to the new dynamics. The race back to the future will move with urgency along the V
shape described as a likely path to recovery. Exhausted yet?

We have had a first half of a year like no other! Let us assume these
historic events slow down just a bit for the remainder of the year. What
can we expect?



2. Working from home.
It looks like this might be the new normal for many. Current survey data supports that one quarter to one third
of employees who are able to work from home will want to do so permanently. Two thirds will want to work
from home more than prior to the pandemic. Surveys also show that people lose work life balance when
working from home. This topic will continue to evolve as time goes forward. Companies offering flexibility to
work from home part time or full time will have a huge advantage in the employment marketplace.
 

3.Demand for contract staffing will rise
Companies will likely look to cover workload increases with temporary and contract employees. We can learn
from previous economic disruptions including the great recession. Budget shortfalls and uncertainty about
the future may cause many to be cautious about fixed expenses. Add-in a spiking workload and you have a
fertile environment for temporary, contract and project staffing.

 
4.The talent pool will change
The pool of potential candidates will be different post pandemic. Candidates working within industries most
impacted will be on the market for a new industry. We are also likely to see a trend of people
evaluating their current employment and employer based on how the pandemic was handled. New loyalties
may emerge and bond employees to their employer.  Uncertainty has a way of causing people to hold on
tighter to their jobs. However, in some cases the opposite will occur in situations where the company is
perceived to have “dropped the ball”. Candidates may adjust their priorities in terms of what they value in an
employer.
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5.Video interviewing is here to stay 
Video interviewing emerged as a necessity during the past few months. This has become a habit and
should continue as a good option for first interviews. Workday boundaries went out the door during
the “work from home” period. Now however, candidates that are back at the office will be less able to
video interview during the day. It is much more likely that clients and candidates will be willing to do
“off hours” video interviews. At this point almost everyone on the planet has a ready to go video set-
up and zoom account. We need to think about flexibility in setting interviews to take advantage of the
technology.
 
 



"Our culture and society will be focused on equity of opportunity and many
will be looking for ways to contribute to that good. Having a culture that
embraces larger purposes will help you give employees another reason to
work and remain at your company." 
 
 

6.Culture 
Given the disruption, culture will be a top area of concern for employees. What kind of culture, environment,
support of their people, etc. does the company offer? Candidates will need to have an accurate and
transparent view of company culture. How employees and policies were handled will leave a lasting impression
on your work force. Flexibility, safety, security, stability, and social consciousness will emerge as key
components of a modern work culture. It will be critical for companies to walk their talk. If you say one thing
and do another, it will drive employees and potential candidates away. 

 
7.Hiring for diversity?
What are you doing to make sure you are considering diverse candidates? The important dynamic of racial
equity is sure to impact our hiring practices. This may or may not be a significant initiative for your company,
but rest assured a good percentage of the potential talent pool will be more interested in working
for a company who aligns with racial equity commitments and social justice values. 
 
 

Acknowledgements: Data and trends mentioned in this article have been gathered through anecdotal client and candidate
experience and research. Other sources of information include: 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/19/how-silicon-valley-work-from-home-forever-will-hit-every-worker.html
https://www.manpowergroup.us/meos/public/pdf/employment-outlook-infographic.pdf
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/new-normal-for-job-seekers-remote-work-coronavirus-reopenings
 https://www.foxbusiness.com/money/work-home-cost-employees-35-continue-full-time
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